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Bad Education 
Series 1 Quiz 2

1. On their joint school trip, Alfie's class and Rosie's class visit a petting zoo and museum, upon
learning that Rosie is upset about the way the animals are being kept, what does Alfie do believing
it will impress Rosie?

2. Alfie and Rosie take several pupils into the woods following problems with their coach. What does
Alfie eat that causes him to become ill?

3. Who does Rosie's 23-year-old blind date end up being?

4. Alfie and Rosie took their classes to a petting zoo and museum, Fraser took his class to a poetry
reading which turned out to be a rap battle. Where did Miss Pickwell take her class?

5. What is the name of the school that Abbey Grove plays their annual football match against (Alfie's
old school)?

6. Alfie is put in charge of coaching the school's football team after the PE Teacher goes missing. Why
does the team quit?

7. Who does Alfie enlist has his new football team after the school team quit and, what position does
Alfie play?

8. Alfie reveals his hidden ability for what kind of dancing?

9. After Mitchell shows Alfie a video of an old man manipulating his scrotum to sledgehammer, Alfie
sends it to Fraser. Who does Fraser inadvertently show it to via a projector?

10. Which teacher is determined to show the governors that she is capable of becoming the long-term
replacement of Fraser as headteacher?

11. What two real-life political events does the episode 'politics' mimic?

12. Rosie is angry at Miss Pickwell after learning that she wants to pull up the memorial garden in
order to use the space to park in. Who was the memorial garden in memory of?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Releases a pig
2. Poison berries
3. Finlay a man whom Chantelle recently has sex

with
4. To an abattoir
5. Middleton House
6. Due to his incompetence

7. Enlists 10 of his pupils and he becomes the goalkeeper
8. Irish Dancing
9. A class sitting their mock exam
10. Miss Pickwell
11. 2010 Labour Party Leadership Election and the Blair-

Brown deal
12. Rosie's late brother, Freddie
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